Delineating anatomical boundaries using the boundary fragment model.
In this paper we present a method to automatically isolate relevant anatomical boundary positions in an image using only the structure of edges. The purpose of this method is to facilitate model-based segmentation algorithms which rely on accurate initialisation and assume that the correct anatomical boundary positions are close to the current model surface. The method is built around a weak parts-based shape model - the Boundary Fragment Model (BFM) - which represents an object by sections of its boundary. Following previous literature, we use the BFM in a boosted classifier framework to first automatically detect the object of interest. Extending previous work, we use the BFM to drive a classifier which isolates boundary candidates from spurious and irrelevant edge responses. The application of our algorithm leads to a labelled edge map which encodes the positions of (multiple) object boundaries. By way of illustrating what is a general solution, the task of identifying the endocardium and epicardium in three-dimensional ultrasound images is completely examined, including a detailed analysis of the parameters which impact on the model construction, the structure of the learned edge response classifier, and implementation concerns. For completeness, we also demonstrate how the output boundary positions can be used in a full model-based segmentation framework.